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SSL encrypted traffic is pervasive in organizations around the world, representing 35% of all enterprise network
traffic today.1 With a 20% annual growth rate, SSL encrypted traffic increasingly presents a blind spot in
organizations; most current security solutions cannot see or manage this traffic or the threats that hide within.
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are increasingly using SSL-based attacks, with Gartner predicting that 50% of
all network attacks will be encrypted by 2017.2 Security tools such as Next Generation Firewall (NGFW), Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS), Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS), Data Leak Prevention (DLP), security analytics and
malware analysis devices are typically blind to SSL traffic or experience significant performance degradation if SSL
inspection is enabled. A new approach is clearly needed.
Solution: Blue Coat SSL Visibility Appliance and Cyphort
Advanced Threat Defense Platform

Threat Defense Platform delivers best–in-class ETM to decrypt SSL
traffic to uncover hidden threats and eliminate these SSL blind spots.

Blue Coat’s encrypted traffic management (ETM) solution eliminates the
encrypted traffic blind spot and combats the security threats hidden
in encrypted traffic while preserving privacy, policy and regulatory
compliance. Comprised of the market-leading Blue Coat SSL Visibility
Appliance, it enhances existing security solutions by providing
visibility into previously hidden traffic and advanced threats without
requiring significant upgrades or re-architecting the network security
infrastructure.

The Cyphort Advanced Threat Defense Platform accurately detects and
analyzes next generation malware, providing actionable, contextual
intelligence that enables security teams to respond to attacks faster,
more effectively, and in as surgical a manner as their attackers. The
ability to detect and automatically prioritize threats based on business
risk empowers Cyphort customers to remediate the most damaging
attacks with velocity. Built-in integration with third party enforcement
devices allows customers to contain threats as they are discovered.

The SSL Visibility Appliance is a high-performance purpose-built
solution that utilizes comprehensive policy enforcement to inspect,
decrypt and manage SSL traffic in real time while ensuring data privacy
and regulatory compliance. The SSL Visibility Appliance’s unique
“decrypt once, feed many” design empowers multiple security tools,
such as the Cyphort Advanced Threat Defense Platform, with newfound visibility into encrypted traffic to effectively detect and eliminate
advanced threats without hindering device or network performance. The
combination of the SSL Visibility Appliance and the Cyphort Advanced

The Blue Coat SSL Visibility Appliance is an integral component to an
organization’s encrypted management strategy, and provides visibility
into SSL encrypted traffic without requiring the re-architecting of the
network infrastructure. The SSL Visibility Appliance gives the Cyphort
Advanced Threat Defense Platform visibility into all SSL traffic and
applications to close the security visibility loophole created by encrypted
traffic. In addition, it has the ability to selectively decrypt and inspect
suspicious or unknown encrypted traffic while not inspecting other SSL
traffic due to mandates such as HIPAA, SOX, PCI, Sarbanes-Oxley,
and so on.

Partner: Cyphort Inc.
Partner Product: Cyphort Advanced Threat
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How it Works:

Benefits

The diagram below demonstrates how the Blue Coat and Cyphort
solutions work together to provide best-in-class ETM.

The combined SSL Visibility Appliance and Cyphort Advanced Threat
Defense Platform:

The Blue Coat SSL Visibility Appliance provides decrypted content from
SSL flows to the Cyphort platform. Based on its unique “decrypt once feed many” design, the SSL Visibility Appliance can also simultaneously
share its decrypted data with other existing security appliances
that support next generation firewall, malware analysis, forensics,
compliance and DLP if present. The joint solution allows enterprises
to easily add SSL visibility and inspection capabilities, along with
category-based inspection policies into their existing network security
architectures.

• Provides best-in-class ETM to detect and eliminate the SSL encrypted
traffic blind spots

The Cyphort Advanced Threat Detection solution is delivered as
software that can be distributed as Cyphort Collectors and Cyphort
Cores with updates from the Cyphort Threat Network. Collectors are
software-based sensors deployed at strategic network locations, such
as Internet egress points, data centers and branch offices. Collectors
monitor traffic across web and email applications, ‘collecting’ files to be
inspected for the presence of malware. Cyphort Core software contains
the advanced threat detection and mitigation logic. Collectors forward
the collected network objects, including
objects hidden in SSL and associated
metadata to the Cyphort Core for analysis.
The Cyphort Core also includes an analytics
engine for accurate threat classification, which
correlates the aggregated data for verification
and mitigation of attacks. The Cyphort
Cyphort Core
solution leverages the Threat Network, a cloud
service that feeds global threat intelligence
to the Cyphort Core for enhanced detection
of current threats. Cyphort requires no
configuration changes to inspect decrypted
Internal
traffic from the SSL Visibility Appliance.
Network

• Preserves privacy, policy and regulatory compliance
• Provides visibility into advanced malware traffic
• Integrates seamlessly with existing infrastructure

About Cyphort
Founded in 2011 by a team of security experts, Cyphort offers an
advanced threat defense that goes beyond malware detection to reveal
the true intent of an attack and the risk it poses to your organization
while offering prioritized and expedited remediation. Our software-based
approach combines best- in-class malware detection with knowledge
of threat capabilities and your organizational context to cut through the
avalanche of security data to get at the threats that matter so you can
respond with velocity, in hours not days. To learn more about Cyphort
visit www.cyphort.com.
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